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ABSTRACT: Supramolecular assemblies based on multiple host−guest
interactions have aroused widespread interest in the fabrication of innovative
biomaterials. In this work, a combinational nanosupramolecule is constructed
by an orthogonal two-step self-assembling process. The generation efficiency
of reactive oxygen species and fluorescence emission intensity of pyridinium-
appended porphyrin are greatly enhanced upon inclusion complexation with
cucurbit[8]uril. Meanwhile, the introduction of β-cyclodextrin-grafted
hyaluronic acid can facilitate the formation of secondary assemblies and
endow them with the desired targeting ability toward cancer cells. After
carrying doxorubicin hydrochloride as the loaded cargo, the resultant
supramolecular nanoparticles exhibit much higher anticancer activity at the
cellular level upon the near-infrared light irradiation. To be envisioned, such
nanosupramolecular assemblies featuring both advantageous photodynamic
and chemotherapeutic effects may be developed as more promising nanoplatforms for disease diagnosis and treatment.
KEYWORDS: host−guest chemistry, molecular assembly, photodynamic effect, fluorescent cell imaging, targeted drug delivery

■ INTRODUCTION
The host−guest complexation based on cavity-bearing macro-
cycles have recently stimulated an upsurge of interest in
biomedical science and materials, mainly due to the dynamic
reversibility of noncovalent interactions.1−6 This feature can
allow us to design and fabricate more advanced supramolecular
nanoassemblies for disease diagnostics and therapeutics.7−12 In
this regard, two representative macrocycles, cyclodextrins
(CDs) and cucurbiturils (CBs), have been drawn into the
limelight because of their immense advantages in molecular
recognition and assembly. Concretely, the former as a family of
glucose-derived cyclic oligomers can be functionalized to
accommodate diverse guests mainly through hydrophobic
interactions.13,14 The CD-involved active pharmaceutical
ingredients can dramatically enhance water solubility, environ-
mental adaptability, delivery efficiency of parent drugs, thus
making many success stories from fundamental research to
practical application.15−17 The latter as a family of glycoluril-
derived cyclic oligomers can selectively encapsulate positively
charged guests via hydrophobic and ion−dipole interac-
tions.18−20 Therefore, given their complementary molecular
binding properties, the combined use of CDs and CBs in a
single supramolecular entity represents an increasingly
significant and feasible strategy in attaining biocompatible
nanoassemblies with elaborate biofunctions.21,22

More remarkably, CDs and CBs can offer a confined and
rigidified microenvironment to freeze the molecular con-
formation of optically active substrates and suppress the

nonradiative relaxation process, thus leading to the emergence
of light-activated supramolecular theranostic nanosystems with
exceptional photophysical performance.23 For example, Liu
and co-workers recently reported a 6-bromoisoquinoline-
involved multicomponent supramolecular assembly as donors
by a two-step assembling method, followed by doping a small
amount of sulfonated porphyrin as acceptors.24 The coex-
istence of β-CD and CB[7] could synergistically induce strong
room-temperature phosphorescence energy transfer for
targeted near-infrared imaging of living tumor cells. Xu et al.
reported a positively charged porphyrin, which showed
adaptable antibacterial performance upon complexation with
CB[7] in the anaerobic and aerobic environment by
photothermal and photodynamic pathways, respectively.25

Mao and Kitagishi also constructed a host−guest inclusion
complex between a PEGylated tetraphenylporphyrin and a per-
O-methylated CD dimer by the molecular threading process.
This kind of host−guest complex with O2-binding character-
istics can act as an artificial O2 carrier in vivo.26 These
fascinating results jointly demonstrate that macrocycle-based
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nanoassemblies hold great potential in attaining functional
materials.

Inspired by our ongoing interest in constructing biorelated
photoluminescent nanoassemblies, we herein report a supra-
molecular codelivery system for photosensitizers and drug
molecules based on the multiple host−guest interactions with
CB[8] and β-CD-grafted hyaluronic acid (HACD, Scheme 1).
First, the complexation with CB[8] can dramatically promote
the fluorescence emission intensity of pyridinium-appended
porphyrin (TPP-PY) by suppressing its intermolecular π−π
stacking interaction. Next, HACD, a polysaccharide drug
carrier capable of selectively recognizing cancer cells, was
further introduced to facilitate the formation of particulate
assemblies via multiple electrostatic attraction. Consequently,
the obtained TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly loaded with
doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) gave more potent killing
ability and phototoxicity against cancer cells. Overall, it is
anticipated that this work can provide more insights for
developing innovative supramolecular theranostic agents.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Host−Guest Complexation. The tetra-

cationic TPP-PY was synthesized by the reaction of tetrahalide

and pyridine in a moderate yield and fully characterized by 1H
NMR and mass spectroscopy (Figures S1−S4, Supporting
Information). HACD was synthesized according to the
previous literature,27 and the degree of substitution of β-
cyclodextrin (β-CD) was determined to be 20.3% by
calculating the integral area in 1H NMR spectrum (Figure
S5, Supporting Information).

The molecular binding behaviors of TPP-PY with CB[8]
was investigated using UV−vis spectroscopy. Job plot showed
a peak at a molar fraction of 0.33, corresponding to the binding
stoichiometry of 1:2 (Figure S6a, Supporting Information).
Given that one CB[8] molecule is prone to encapsulation with
two pyridinium moieties in its cavity, the sheet-like TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] assembly is proposed with extended 1:2 binding
stoichiometry (Scheme 1).28,29 Accordingly, the binding
constants (K) were determined to be K1 = 1.52 × 106 M−1

and K2 = 7.32 × 105 M−1 using a nonlinear least-squares curve-
fitting method (Figure S6b, Supporting Information). The
almost same binding strengths in our case further confirmed
that the two-step binding process in the TPP-PY⊂CB[8]
complex could not interfere with each other.

The spectroscopic properties were investigated in an
aqueous solution. As shown in Figure 1a, one strong
absorption peak at 417 nm and three weak ones at 522, 564,

Scheme 1. Schematic Illustration of TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD Assembly Loaded with DOX

Figure 1. (a) UV−vis absorption and (b) fluorescence spectra of TPP-PY upon addition of CB[8] in aqueous solution at 25 °C ([TPP-PY] = 5 μM
and [CB[8]] = 0−20 μM). Inset: photographic images of the aqueous solutions of (I) free TPP-PY and (II) TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex upon
illumination with UV light under ambient conditions.
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and 648 nm could be observed and assigned to the Soret and
Q bands for free TPP-PY, respectively. Upon the gradual
addition of CB[8], the absorbance intensity of the Soret band
decreased, and a new peak appeared at 432 nm, accompanied
by an isosbestic point at 424 nm. In addition, the absorption
peaks of the Q-band underwent a clear complexation-induced
bathochromic shift, and a new absorption peak appeared at
686 nm. Meanwhile, the fluorescence emission intensity of
TPP-PY was gradually enhanced after the continuous addition
of CB[8] (Figure 1b). There was two-fold fluorescence
enhancement in the presence of CB[8], and it remained
basically unchanged in the presence of 2 equiv of CB[8].
Obviously, the molecular confinement by CB[8] can greatly
inhibit the intermolecular π−π stacking, and the subsequent
aggregation-caused quenching process of TPP-PY, thus leading
to the improvement of its photoluminescence performance.30

HACD is well-known to actively target the cell membrane
surface receptor CD44 and possess good water solubility,
biocompatibility, and biodegradability.31 In our case, given the
intrinsic carboxylate groups in HA and the pyridinium groups
in TPP-PY, the targeted polysaccharide supramolecular
assembly may be further fabricated by HACD and the TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] complex via electrostatic attraction. With that in
mind, the secondary assembly process of TPP-PY⊂CB[8]
complex with HACD was investigated by monitoring the
changes in optical transmittance. As depicted in Figures 2 and
S7 (Supporting Information), the optical transmittance at 760

nm of free TPP-PY remained constant as its concentration
increased. In contrast, when HACD was added to the solution
of the TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex, the optical transmittance
initially remained constant and then decreased, accompanied
by an infection point at 22.5 μg/mL, referring to the formation
of ternary nanoaggregates in solution. At this stage, a
significant Tyndall effect could also be observed in the TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD solution, once again substantiating the
existence of supramolecular nanoassemblies at the optimal
molecular composition (Figure 2b, inset). Moreover, it is
found that HACD could increase the fluorescence emission
intensity of the TPP moiety, and the binary TPP-PY⊂CB[8]
complex maintained its fluorescence emission properties in the
presence of HACD (Figure S8, Supporting Information).

Along with these observations in the solution phase, the
intuitive morphology of TPP-PY, TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex,
and TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly was characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As shown in Figure
3a−c, free TPP-PY was in an amorphous form, whereas the
TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complexation gave uniform nanosheets with
about 500 nm in length by the extended intermolecular 1:2
binding stoichiometry. Remarkably, the supramolecular TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly gave distinct spherical nano-
particles of about 200 nm in diameter. Accordingly, dynamic
light scattering (DLS) analysis demonstrates that the diameter
of obtained nanoparticles was 230.9 nm, which is fully
consistent with the results obtained from TEM experiments

Figure 2. (a) Optical transmittance of TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex at different concentrations of HACD. (b) Optical transmittance changes of TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] complex with the different concentrations of HACD (0−27 μg/mL). Inset: Tyndall effect of (I) TPP-PY and (II) TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@
HACD assembly ([TPP-PY] = 10 μM and [CB[8]] = 20 μM).

Figure 3. TEM images of (a) TPP-PY, (b) TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex, and (c) TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly; (d) DLS result of TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly ([TPP-PY] = 10 μM, [CB[8]] = 20 μM, and [HACD] = 22.5 μg/mL).
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(Figure 3d). In addition, no morphological change was
observed, suggesting that the obtained ternary assembly
could remain stable for at least 48 h (Figure S10a, Supporting

Information). In addition, the TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex
exhibited a zeta potential of 7.21 mV because of the positive
charges (Figure S11a, Supporting Information), while this

Figure 4. (a) Decomposition rates of ABDA at 378 nm versus irradiation time. (b) UV−vis spectra of ABDA in the presence of TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@
HACD assembly under white light irradiation (λ > 420 nm, [TPP-PY] = 10 μM, [CB[8]] = 20 μM, [HACD] = 22.5 μg/mL, and [ABDA] = 80
μM).

Figure 5. CLSM images in living (a) A549 cells and (b) 293T cells treated with TPP-PY, TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex, and TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD
assembly, respectively. [TPP-PY] = 0.5 μM, [CB[8]] = 1 μM, and [HACD] = 1.125 μg/mL. Mitochondria were stained with Mito-tracker Green.
The scale bar is 40 μm.
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value of the TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly was converted
to −2.80 mV upon further assembly with HACD (Figure S11b,
Supporting Information). These potential changes jointly
indicate the close packing of positively charged TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] cores with the negatively charged HACD chains
through multiple electrostatic interactions, as presented in
Scheme 1.

Moreover, the effect of the component-adding sequence on
the formation of nanoparticles was further examined. As shown
in Figure S10c (Supporting Information), when HACD was
added first, the obtained morphology of the TPP-PY/HACD/
CB[8] mixture was quite different from the one of TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly. This result demonstrates that
encapsulation by CB[8] can greatly inhibit the direct but

Figure 6. (a) Intracellular 1O2 detection and distribution in A549 cells treated with TPP-PY, TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex, and TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@
HACD assembly, respectively ([TPP-PY] = 0.5 μM, [CB[8]] = 1 μM, and [HACD] = 1.125 μg/mL). The scale bar is 20 μm. Cell viability of (b)
A549 and (c) 293T cells after incubation with TPP-PY, TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex, TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly, and TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@
HACD@DOX assembly for 12 h with and without light irradiation at 650 nm for 5 min at different concentrations. The concentrations were
calculated based on TPP-PY.
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undesired interaction between TPP-PY and HACD, which is
beneficial for the formation of ternary nanoparticles. In
addition, to validate the orthogonal assembling process, the
molecular binding behaviors between TPP-PY and HACD
were studied using native β-CD as a reference, indicating that
the binding affinity is too weak to obtain the reliable K value
(Figure S6c, Supporting Information). Therefore, stable TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] complexation can ensure cascade assembly with
HACD and consequent drug loading with DOX.

Singlet Oxygen Generation and Drug Loading. 9,10-
Anthracenediyl-bis(methylene)dimalonic acid (ABDA) was
used as the reactive oxygen species (ROS) indicator to
investigate the efficiency of ROS generation by TPP-PY and its
supramolecular nanoaggregates, using Rose Bengal (RB) as
standard control.32−34 As depicted in Figure 4 and Figure S12
(Supporting Information), the UV−vis absorption spectra
showed a decrease in absorbance at 378 nm, corresponding to
the ROS-induced degradation of ABDA after illumination. The
calculation on the singlet oxygen (1O2) generation efficiency of
free TPP-PY was 2.2 times as high as that of RB (163% versus
75%, Table S1, Supporting Information). In addition, the 1O2
yields of the TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex and TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@
HACD assembly were calculated as 169 and 142%,
respectively. It is also noted that the 1O2 yield of the TPP-
PY⊂CB[8] complex slightly decreased upon addition of
HACD. This result is mainly contributed to the morphological
changes from loose nanosheets to compact nanoparticles,
which may enhance the intermolecular interaction of TPP-PY
and then reduce the ROS generation efficiency. Nevertheless,
these satisfactory 1O2 yields can ensure a photodynamic
outcome in the cellular experiments, as described below.

Due to the cancer cell-targeting properties and the overall
negatively charged nature of these obtained supramolecular
nanoparticles, DOX, an anticancer drug that is widely used in
tumor therapy, was chosen as a model drug to explore the
photodynamic and chemotherapeutic performance of ternary
assembly at the cellular level. The apparent binding affinity of
DOX with HACD is known up to 104 M−1.35,36 Therefore,
through the UV−vis absorption standard curve of DOX at
different concentrations, the encapsulation and loading
efficiencies were calculated as 55.1 and 18.0%, respectively
(Figure S13, Supporting Information). In addition, the
presence of DOX did not change the morphology of the
nanoparticulate assembly (Figure S10e, Supporting Informa-
tion).

Cytotoxicity and Cell Imaging. Cytotoxicity experiments
were conducted using the A549 human lung adenocarcinoma
cells with abundant CD44 receptors on the cell surface and the
293T human embryonic kidney cells devoid of HA receptors as
a control. Initially, the luminescence and distribution within
cells were investigated by using confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM). The CLSM images in Figure 5 reveal
that all the TPP-PY-involved groups were preferentially
distributed in the mitochondria of A549 cells, and the TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly gave the highest Pearson
correlation coefficient (ρ ≈ 0.6, Figure S14, Supporting
Information). This preferential accumulation is probably due
to the more hyperpolarized membrane potentials at the
mitochondria of cancer cells.37,38 Notably, when treated with
the TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD nanoparticles, the strongest red
fluorescence was exclusively observed in A549 cells. As
expected, lacking in the major surface hyaluronan receptors

(CD44), no obvious fluorescence was found in 293T cells
under the same condition.

The ROS generation in the cells was assessed using 2,7-
dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) as a probe, where
stronger green fluorescence positively correlates with higher
ROS production. The data showed that among all the
examined groups, the TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly
exhibited the best ROS-generation ability in the cancer cells
(Figure 6a). Moreover, the cell viability was explored before
and after light irradiation by using the CCK-8 assay kit. The
results indicated that TPP-PY only made minimal impact on
the survival rates of two types of cells in the dark (Figure 6b,c).
Meanwhile, the drug-loaded assembly always gave relatively
lower cell viability even without light irradiation because of the
DOX-induced cytotoxicity. However, after light irradiation, the
viability of A549 cells was significantly decreased, while that of
293T cells was less pronounced. Apparently, these differences
contributed to the HA-based cell targeting ability toward
cancer cells, and the photodynamic effect became the
dominant role for the enhanced cytotoxicity.

Taking the effective concentration of 1 μM as an example,
the cell survival rate of two cell lines stayed at nearly 100% in
the cases of free TPP-PY and the TPP-PY⊂CB[8] complex
before light irradiation. In addition, this value was decreased to
ca. 80% after loading DOX, and no significant difference was
observed in these two cell lines at this stage. These results
indicate the side effect of DOX on two cell lines. In contrast, as
for the TPP-PY⊂CB[8]@HACD assembly, the viability of
A549 cells sharply declined to only 22% after light irradiation
at 650 nm, whereas more than 72% 293T cells remained alive
under the same condition. In our case, both chemotherapeutic
and photodynamic outcomes could be achieved in A549 cells
at the concentrations of TPP-PY below 1 μM. However, due to
the rather low viability of only ca. 10% upon light irradiation,
equivalent killing efficiency was found at 2 μM of TPP-PY in
all four groups.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a supramolecular nanoassembly was successfully
constructed by using the two-step host−guest complexation
between CB[8] and tetracationic TPP-PY as a photosensitizer,
as well as between HACD and DOX as a chemotherapeutic
drug. The synthesized TPP-PY possesses good biocompati-
bility and a ROS generation efficiency. More remarkably, the
fluorescence emission intensity of TPP-PY can be enhanced by
the CB-confinement effect to weaken the intermolecular π−π
stacking interaction. Moreover, ternary particulate assembly
can be readily formed in the presence of HACD and DOX and
can be efficiently loaded. Therefore, benefiting from the
photosensitizing ability of the TPP-PY core and the cell-
targeting ability of the HACD shell, the obtained TPP-
PY⊂CB[8]@HACD nanoparticles can differentiate between
cancer and normal cells and eventually induce the significant
cytotoxicity in A549 cells after light irradiation. To be
envisioned, the macrocycle-confined supramolecular nanoplat-
form with synergistic drug delivery and photodynamic
functions may enrich and expand the research of supra-
molecular nanomedicines for precision disease theragnosis.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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